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American Ulysses 2016-10-04 new york times bestseller from the author of a lincoln a major new biography of one of america s greatest generals and most
misunderstood presidents winner of the william henry seward award for excellence in civil war biography finalist for the gilder lehrman military history book
prize in his time ulysses s grant was routinely grouped with george washington and abraham lincoln in the trinity of great american leaders but the
battlefield commander turned commander in chief fell out of favor in the twentieth century in american ulysses ronald c white argues that we need to once
more revise our estimates of him in the twenty first based on seven years of research with primary documents some of them never examined by previous
grant scholars this is destined to become the grant biography of our time white a biographer exceptionally skilled at writing momentous history from the
inside out shows grant to be a generous curious introspective man and leader a willing delegator with a natural gift for managing the rampaging egos of his
fellow officers his wife julia dent grant long marginalized in the historic record emerges in her own right as a spirited and influential partner grant was not
only a brilliant general but also a passionate defender of equal rights in post civil war america after winning election to the white house in 1868 he used the
power of the federal government to battle the ku klux klan he was the first president to state that the government s policy toward american indians was
immoral and the first ex president to embark on a world tour and he cemented his reputation for courage by racing against death to complete his personal
memoirs published by mark twain it is widely considered to be the greatest autobiography by an american leader but its place in grant s life story has
never been fully explored until now one of those rare books that successfully recast our impression of an iconic historical figure american ulysses gives us a
finely honed three dimensional portrait of grant the man husband father leader writer that should set the standard by which all future biographies of him
will be measured praise for american ulysses ronald c white portrays a deeply introspective man of ideals a man of measured thought and careful action
who found himself in the crosshairs of american history at its most crucial moment usa today white delineates grant s virtues better than any author before
by the end readers will see how fortunate the nation was that grant went into the world to save the union to lead it and on his deathbed to write one of the
finest memoirs in all of american letters the new york times book review ronald white has restored ulysses s grant to his proper place in history with a
biography whose breadth and tone suit the man perfectly like grant himself this book will have staying power the wall street journal magisterial grant s
esteem in the eyes of historians has increased significantly in the last generation american ulysses is the newest heavyweight champion in this movement
the boston globe superb illuminating inspiring and deeply moving chicago tribune in this sympathetic rigorously sourced biography white conveys the
essence of grant the man and grant the warrior newsday
Life of Ulysses S. Grant 1868 excerpt from the life of ulysses s grant his extraordinary reception by the crowned heads and distinguished statesmen in the
old world such as was never before given to an american and the simple unostentatious manner in which he bore the distinguished honors lav ished on him
form another and not the least interesting portion of his career added to all this his character as a private citizen the calm though painful closing of his
eventful career combine to round up a life that has had more to do with the destiny of this country than that of any other man since washington about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works
The Boys' Life of Ulysses S. Grant 1922 ulysses s grant served as the commanding general and the 18th president of the united states he cooperated
closely with president abraham lincoln to lead the union army to victory over the confederacy in the american civil war grant implemented reconstruction
with the support of congress main focus of grant s writing in this autobiography is on his military career during the mexican american war and the american
civil war original edition of grant s memoirs was published by mark twain shortly after grant s death
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant 1868 the life of ulysses s grant is an unchanged high quality reprint of the original edition of 1872 hansebooks is editor of the
literature on different topic areas such as research and science travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a publisher we
focus on the preservation of historical literature many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only hansebooks newly
publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future
Alfred Lord Tennyson 1897 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
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being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant (Classic Reprint) 2016-08-25 excerpt from ulysses s grant his life and character this book is not to be taken as a military
history of general grant it is not perhaps everything that is understood by the word biography but it tells the story of ulysses grant from his birth to his
death it is an attempt at characterization it has not been my intention to set down all the significant words and deeds of general grant nor to analyze all the
official acts of president grant but to present the man grant as he stands to day before unbiased critics if i succeed in making the reader a little better
acquainted with his great and singular character i shall feel that my larger purpose has been carried out in order that i might secure the fullest
understanding of my subject i have visited every town wherein ulysses grant lived long enough to leave a distinct impression upon its citizens this search
for first hand material took me at the start to southern ohio to georgetown his boyhood home and to ripley and to maysville kentucky where he attended
school in his youth i also studied the records on file in the adjutant s office at west point and the newspaper files in washington st louis new york cincinnati
detroit louisville chicago springfield galena cairo memphis vicksburg new orleans richmond monterey and mexico city in all of these cities i sought for and
obtained interviews from those who had known ulysses grant personally and had some significant message to impart in order to realize the mexican battle
fields i visited monterey vera cruz jalapa perote puebla contreras churubusco el molino del rey and san cosme about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Ulysses S. Grant: Life of the Fearless General & Commander-in-Chief (Complete Edition - Volumes 1&2) 2023-12-12 this is a reproduction of a
book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either
part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have
elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding
of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant 2020-02-12 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations
in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant 2017-09-29 excerpt from the life of ulysses s grant general united states army grant but his father the son never consents
to indulge in reminiscence respecting his early years and uniformly refers biographers to the record for his career during man hood in regard to the
mexican war i have been favored with some material by hon mr washburne who has also furnished me with data respecting grants life on the frontiers in
the campaigns from belmont to chattanooga i have followed upon all disputable points the authority of gen adam badeau in his military history of gen
ulysses s grant i have frequently in the text expressed my obligations to the careful researches of this gentleman and i repeat my acknowledgments in this
introduction about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works
Ulysses S. Grant; His Life and Character 2022-10-27 ulysses chronicles the peripatetic appointments and encounters of leopold bloom in dublin in the
course of an ordinary day 16 june 1904 ulysses is the latinised name of odysseus the hero of homer s epic poem odyssey and the novel establishes a series
of parallels between the poem and the novel with structural correspondences between the characters and experiences of leopold bloom and odysseus
molly bloom and penelope and stephen dedalus and telemachus in addition to events and themes of the early twentieth century context of modernism
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dublin and ireland s relationship to britain the novel imitates registers of centuries of english literature and is highly allusive ulysses stream of
consciousness technique careful structuring and experimental prose full of puns parodies and allusions as well as its rich characterisation and broad
humour made the book a highly regarded novel in the modernist pantheon joyce fans worldwide now celebrate 16 june as bloomsday
Ulysses S. Grant 2015-07-10 a biography of ulysses s grant and his military and diplomatic successes
ULYSSES S. GRANT 2019 excerpt from the boys life of ulysses s grant grant in peace horace porter s campaign ing with grant john fiske s mississippi
valley in the civil war henry adam s historical essays abraham lincoln a history by john g n icolay and john hay vol vii of the cam bridge modern history
sherman s memoirs john russell young s around the world with grant the congressmnal globe and various tables of official statistics about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant 2013-09 if you read one book about lincoln make it a lincoln usa today named one of the best books of the year by the
washington post the philadelphia inquirer the christian science monitor st louis post dispatch new york times bestseller winner of the christopher award
everyone wants to define the man who signed his name a lincoln in his lifetime and ever since friend and foe have taken it upon themselves to characterize
lincoln according to their own label or libel in this magnificent book ronald c white jr offers a fresh and compelling definition of lincoln as a man of integrity
what today s commentators would call authenticity whose moral compass holds the key to understanding his life through meticulous research of the newly
completed lincoln legal papers as well as of recently discovered letters and photographs white provides a portrait of lincoln s personal political and moral
evolution white shows us lincoln as a man who would leave a trail of thoughts in his wake jotting ideas on scraps of paper and filing them in his top hat or
the bottom drawer of his desk a country lawyer who asked questions in order to figure out his own thinking on an issue as much as to argue the case a
hands on commander in chief who as soldiers and sailors watched in amazement commandeered a boat and ordered an attack on confederate shore
batteries at the tip of the virginia peninsula a man who struggled with the immorality of slavery and as president acted publicly and privately to outlaw it
forever and finally a president involved in a religious odyssey who wrote for his own eyes only a profound meditation on the will of god in the civil war that
would become the basis of his finest address most enlightening the abraham lincoln who comes into focus in this stellar narrative is a person of intellectual
curiosity comfortable with ambiguity unafraid to think anew and act anew a transcendent sweeping passionately written biography that greatly expands
our knowledge and understanding of its subject a lincoln will engage a whole new generation of americans it is poised to shed a profound light on our
greatest president just as america commemorates the bicentennial of his birth
BOYS LIFE OF ULYSSES S GRANT 2016-08-25 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations
in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant, General United States Army (Classic Reprint) 2018-03-17 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Ulysses 2016-08-30 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it
this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
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work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work
as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
The Life of General Ulysses S. Grant 1868 this unusual book is a fascinating work of personal criticism or biblio memoir which will appeal to all
interested in james joyce s work and more widely to those interested in responses to great art it focusses on the life long appeal of a particular work of art
on a single individual who has been a leading joyce scholar for 40 years professor groden has taught ulysses to undergraduates to graduate students and
to adults outside of universities in a long and distinguished career he is the author of two often cited scholarly books on joyce s novel and he has overseen
the 63 volume facsimile reproduction of his manuscripts groden says i ve often been asked why i ve devoted so much of my life to joyce s novel the
necessary fiction tries to answer that question i wrote the book partly with seasoned readers and scholars of ulysses in mind but i aimed it especially at
readers who desire to read have attempted to read or have even succeeded in reading joyce s novel and who will welcome an accessible very personal
introduction to it as well as a case for reading or rereading it a neologism that has been applied to my work autobloomography captures what i am trying to
do in the necessary fiction the first half of the book considers various possible reasons for ulysses powerful impact on me when i read it as a 19 year old
undergraduate at dartmouth college and later worked on joyce s manuscripts for his novel as a graduate student at princeton university this section deals
with each reason in relation to a significant person in my early life the second half discusses ulysses continuing fascination for me in my professional adult
life as a university professor and joyce scholar throughout the book i ve interspersed accounts of my life with ulysses with analyses of the novel itself the
necessary fiction is some 79 000 words long with an additional 9 600 word appendix that provides a chapter by chapter summary of ulysses
The Boys Life of Ulysses S. Grant (Classic Reprint) 2018-12-14 this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional
imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the
scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing
commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope
you enjoy this valuable book
A. Lincoln 2009-01-13 this is a new release of the original 1922 edition
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant 2016-05-19 excerpt from a popular and authentic life of ulysses s grant nations grow great by their conflicts trials arc
necessary to their success movement to their growth and the opposition of forces to direct them into those regular and harmonious orbits by which they
are henceforth to move grandly on in their predestined course the american nation is no exception to this law we have just finished the third grand conflict
of our nation the first was the war of independence in which a few small colonies struggled for a separate existence and won it by blood and suffering the
next was the second war of independence the war of 1812 15 for such it was not till the peace of 1815 was our flag respected our commerce safe upon the
ocean and our frontier protected from the indians the third was the war for unity we call it the war of the rebellion but the one prominent idea on every flag
and in every heart was the american union about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish
or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Life of Ulysses S. Grant 2022-10-27 excerpt from the life of ulysses s grant general united states army this volume was undertaken at the solicitation of
the publishers who wished a life of general grant for the people there is no authority for the youth and childhood of grant but his father the son never
consents to indulge in reminiscence respecting his early years and uniformly refers biographers to the record for his career during manhood in regard to
the mexican war i have been favored with some material by hon mr washburne who has also furnished me with data respecting grant s life on the frontiers
in the campaigns from belmont to chattanooga i have followed upon all disputable points the authority of gen adam badeau in his military history of gen
ulysses s grant i have frequently in the text expressed my obligations to the careful researches of this gentleman and i repeat my acknowledgments in this
introduction the telegrams despatches letters of gen grant which have been for the first time given to the public by this accomplished historian i have
freely used because i have regarded them as gen grant s own commentaries upon his own campaigns written like cæsar s in the field about the publisher
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forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works
Life of Ulysses S Grant His Boyhood Campaigns and Services Military and Civil - Scholar's Choice Edition 2015-02-19 the life of general ulysses
s grant containing a brief but faithful narrative of those military and diplomatic achievements which have entitled him to the confidence and gratitude of
his countrymen is an unchanged high quality reprint of the original edition of 1868 hansebooks is editor of the literature on different topic areas such as
research and science travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical
literature many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to
the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant 2019-10-26 a dramatic portrait of one of america s most compelling generals and presidents ulysses s grant by pulitzer
prize winner ron chernow author of the book on which the astonishing musical hamilton is based as late as april 1861 when the american civil war broke
out ulysses s grant was a dismal failure a competent officer in the war against mexico he had resigned from the army over his drinking and had sunk into
poverty as a civilian losing all his money in hopeless investments he had failed to secure the command of a volunteer unit and was about to return to his
abject life working in his family s leather goods store when he was offered the colonelcy of an illinois regiment less than four years later he was the
commanding general of the victorious union armies and was hailed as a military genius he later served two terms as president of the united states this is
the epic biography of a very unheroic american hero a modest reticent and principled man who surprised the world and changed it for the better
Ulysses S. Grant 1898 this unusual book is a fascinating work of personal criticism or biblio memoir which will appeal to all interested in james joyce s
work and more widely to those interested in responses to great art it focusses on the life long appeal of a particular work of art on a single individual who
has been a leading joyce scholar for 40 years professor groden has taught ulysses to undergraduates to graduate students and to adults outside of
universities in a long and distinguished career he is the author of two often cited scholarly books on joyce s novel and he has overseen the 63 volume
facsimile reproduction of his manuscripts groden says i ve often been asked why i ve devoted so much of my life to joyce s novel the necessary fiction tries
to answer that question i wrote the book partly with seasoned readers and scholars of ulysses in mind but i aimed it especially at readers who desire to
read have attempted to read or have even succeeded in reading joyce s novel and who will welcome an accessible very personal introduction to it as well
as a case for reading or rereading it a neologism that has been applied to my work autobloomography captures what i am trying to do in the necessary
fiction the first half of the book considers various possible reasons for ulysses powerful impact on me when i read it as a 19 year old undergraduate at
dartmouth college and later worked on joyce s manuscripts for his novel as a graduate student at princeton university this section deals with each reason
in relation to a significant person in my early life the second half discusses ulysses continuing fascination for me in my professional adult life as a university
professor and joyce scholar throughout the book i ve interspersed accounts of my life with ulysses with analyses of the novel itself the necessary fiction is
some 79 000 words long with an additional 9 600 word appendix that provides a chapter by chapter summary of ulysses
Life of Ulysses S. Grant 2018-07-31 excerpt from the life of general ulysses s grant containing a brief but faithful narrative of those military and
diplomatic achievements which have entitled him to the confidence and gratitude of his countrymen in these few pages we present the character of a
thoughtful reserved taciturn man a man of tireless energies of great breadth of comprehension of the highest order of administrative genius no man can
read these pages without being convinced that general grant is in mental capacity one of the foremost men of the present age to lead a charge on the field
of battle requires but little save the heroism of courage but to conduct a campaign like that of vicksburg or chattanooga or richmond demands the highest
order of intellect all the resources of which the mind is capable are called into exercise the man who has thus been tested proves himself qualified for any
administrative duty which may be assigned to him we speak of general grant as not being a man of words and yet there is great power in the few words
which he does use his despatches are models brief comprehensive clear no man can misunderstand them the energy with which general grant grappled
with the rebellion the self denying patriotism with which he consecrated himself to the service of the country and the achievements to which he led the
glorious armies of the republic giving our nation new renown throughout the world about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
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imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Necessary Fiction 2019-07-31 in this special library collector s edition historian james w edwards has combined the essential elements of grant s
biography with detailed letters written to his family during his tenure then concluding with all his state of the union addresses as he wrote and delivered
them to an expectant nation
Ulysses S. Grant 2013-11 this is a new release of the original 1885 edition
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant 2014-03
A Popular and Authentic Life of Ulysses S. Grant (Classic Reprint) 2015-07-05
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant 1872
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant, General United States Army 2015-06-16
The Life of General Ulysses S. Grant 2017-05-28
Grant 2017-11-02
Necessary Fiction 2021-06-30
The Life of General Ulysses S. Grant 2020-03-17
The Life of General Ulysses S. Grant 2016-09-09
Ulysses S. Grant 2018
Life of Ulysses S. Grant 1868
LIFE OF ULYSSES S GRANT GENERA 2016-08-27
The Life of Ulysses S. Grant 2014-03
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